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Abstrat. We present an alternative analysis of CMB time ordered data (TOD) using a wavelet-based representa-
tion of the data time-frequeny plane. We demonstrate that the wavelet transform deorrelates 1/f-type Gaussian
stationary noise and permits a simple and funtional desription of loally stationary proesses. In partiular, this
makes possible the generalization of the lassial algorithms of map making and CMB power spetrum estimation
to the ase of loally stationary 1/f type noise. As an example, we present a wavelet based algorithm for the
destriping of CMB-like maps. In addition, we desribe a wavelet-based analysis of the Arheops data inluding
time-frequeny visualization, wavelet destriping and ltering of the TOD. These ltered data was used to produe
polarized maps of Galati dust diuse emission. Finally, we desribe the modeling of the non-stationarity on the
Arheops noise for the estimation of the CMB power spetrum.
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1. Introdution
After their disovery by the COBE satellite
Smoot et al. 1992, the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground
(CMB) temperature anisotropies have beome one
of the most powerful observational tests for osmol-
ogy. Indeed, reent measurements of their angular
temperature power spetrum by ground based ex-
periments suh as DASI (Halverson et al. 2002), CBI
(Pearson et al. 2002) and VSA (Dikinson et al. 2004)
and by balloon-borne experiments suh as BOOMERang
(Nettereld et al. 2002), MAXIMA (Lee et al. 2001) and
Arheops (Benoît et al 2003b, Tristram et al. 2005 have
provided strong onstraints on the main osmologial
parameters suh as the Hubble onstant, H0, the Universe
total density, Ω0, matter density, Ωm, and energy density
ΩΛ, and the salar ns, and tensor nt spetral indexes
assoiated to the power spetrum of the primordial u-
tuations. More reently, the satellite mission WMAP
1
(Bennett et al. 2003) has measured both the temperature
CMB angular power spetrum and the ross orrelation
between temperature and polarization (Kogut et al 2003)
leading to high preision determination of the osmologi-
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al parameters. In the near future, the PLANCK satellite
mission
2
will signiantly improve the auray on the
measurement of the angular power spetrum of the CMB
temperature anisotropies and will also measure the CMB
polarization anisotropies. This will lead to a rather more
seletive test for disriminating ompeting osmologial
models and to onstraints on the inationary paradigm.
The analysis of the PLANCK satellite data will
require both faster and more aurate algorithms than
those urrently available, to deal with suh large data
sets ontaining few 109 samples, and to measure po-
larized utuation signals whih are two or more order
of magnitude smaller than temperature utuations.
One of the most important problems in the analysis
of CMB data is the haraterization of the properties
of the noise in the time ordered data (TOD) and
their exploitation for optimal map-making and for the
reonstrution of the angular power spetrum of the
CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies. The
extremely large size of the data sets makes ompu-
tationally unfeasible the diret inversion of the noise
ovariane matrix and even its storage (Borrill (1999)).
This leads to the ommon use of Fourier tehniques
2
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(Doré et al. 2001, Hivon et al. 2002, Yvon et al. 2005)
whih are exlusively valid in the ase of stationary
and Gaussian noise for whih the ovariane matrix is
Toeplitz and it is diagonalized by the Fourier transform.
In the ase of PLANCK, observations will take plae over
two years and therefore it seems reasonable to expet
that the TOD noise properties will hange along the
mission. Further, residuals from badly removed parasiti
noises will also ontribute to the non stationarity and
non Gaussianity of the TOD noise.
New promising Fourier methods (Natoli et al. 2001)
based on the onept of loally stationary noise have
been presented to deal with the non stationarity problem.
However, they are not well adapted to the ase of resid-
uals from parasiti signals, and they redue signiantly
the number of data samples to be used in the analysis
so that the overall instrument sensitivity also dereases.
In addition, these new methods requires an a priori
knowledge of the zones of loally stationarity on the data
but no algorithm has been yet proposed to address this
issue. In this paper, we desribe a new approah to deal
with non stationarity in CMB data sets. This approah
is based on the simultaneous analysis of the time and
the frequeny properties of noise using the wavelet
and wavelet paket transforms. By ontrast to Fourier
based methods, non stationarity is naturally desribed
by the wavelet transform and no utting of the data is
needed to properly dene loally stationary proesses.
In addition, we disuss how wavelet tehniques are very
useful to identify systematis in the TOD both visually
and automatially. The appliation of these tehniques
to the Arheops data is presented going from the simple
visual inspetion for lassiation of the data to spei
designed algorithms to remove low frequeny omponents
in the TOD and remaining stripes on the Arheops maps.
Arheops
3
is a balloon borne bolometer experi-
ment that aimed at measuring the CMB temperature
anisotropy over large and small angular sales. It pro-
vided the rst determination of the Cℓ spetrum from
the COBE multipoles (Smoot et al. 1992) to the rst
aousti peak (Benoît et al 2003a, Tristram et al. 2005)
from whih it gave a preise determination of various
osmologial parameters, suh as the total density of the
Universe and the baryon fration (Benoît et al 2003b).
Arheops was also designed as a test bed for PlankHFI
and therefore shared the same tehnologial design: a
Gregorian oaxis telesope with a 1.5m primary mirror,
bolometers operating at 143, 217, 353 and 545 GHz
whih are ooled down at 100mK by a 3He/4He dilution
designed to work at zero gravity and similar sanning
strategy. Beause of this Arheops data are expeted to
have ommon features with Plank data with respet to
random noise and systematis. A detailed desription
of the instrument and its performanes an be found in
3
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(Benoît et al 2002).
The plan for this paper is the following. Setion 2
introdues the wavelet and wavelet paket transforms.
Setion 3 disusses the properties of the wavelet trans-
form of stationary Gaussian proess. Setion 4 deals with
non stationary noise and in partiular loally stationary
noise. Setion 5 disusses a wavelet based destriping al-
gorithm. Finally, setion 6 desribes a wavelet analysis of
the Arheops TOD.
2. The wavelet and wavelet-paket transforms
In this setion we give a brief overview of the wavelet and
wavelet paket transforms whih will be extensively used
in the following setions.
2.1. The ontinuous wavelet transform
The term wavelet is used to refer to a set of orthonor-
mal basis funtions generated by dilation and translation,
ψa,b(t) = a
− 1
2 ψ
(
t−b
a
)
of a ompatly supported funtion,
ψ(t) where a and b are alled the saling and transla-
tion fators. ψ(t) is alled the wavelet funtion or mother
wavelet and it is assumed to satisfy the admissibility on-
dition
Cψ =
+∞∫
−∞
∣∣∣ψˆ(w)∣∣∣2
|w| dw <∞ (1)
where ψˆ(w) is the Fourier transform of ψ(t)
The ontinuous wavelet transform (CWT) of the funtion
g(t) is dened by
wa,b = 〈f, ψa,b〉 =
+∞∫
−∞
g(t) ψa,b(t) dt. (2)
where wa,b are alled the wavelet oeients assoiated to
the funtion g(t). We an also dene the inverse wavelet
transform so that
g(t) =
1
Cψ
+∞∫
0
+∞∫
−∞
wa,b ψa,b(t)
da db
a2
. (3)
The CWT onstitutes a powerful tool to desribe simul-
taneously the time and frequeny properties of a given
funtion g(t). In this sense, it supersedes the standard
Fourier transform within the limits of the Heisenberg's
unertainty priniple ∆f ∆t ≥ 12 where f = 2piw.
2.2. The Disrete Wavelet Transform
The disrete wavelet transform, denoted DWT
hereafter, of a disretely sampled time series,
{X(tm), m = 0, . . . , N − 1} an be obtained from
the CWT, wa,b, setting a = 2
j−1
and b = 2j−1 kj for
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j = 1, J and kj = 0, . . . , 2
j−1
where N = 2Jmax . In other
words, the DWT is obtained by restriting the CWT to a
'dyadi partition' in time. For eah sale τj = 2
j−1
, with
j = 1, . . . , J , the DWT is omposed of Nj =
N
2j wavelet
oeients Wj-.
Therefore, the DWT is an orthonormal trans-
form W that takes a time series - TOD - X =
{X0, X1 , . . . , XN−1}T and yields a vetor of N DWT
oeients
W ≡ WX = {WT1 ,WT2 , . . . ,WTJ ,VTJ } . (4)
As above, the sub-vetorWj ontainsNj =
N
2j wavelet o-
eients assoiated with sale τj ≡ 2j−1, whereasVJ on-
tains
N
2J saling oeients assoiated with sale λJ ≡ 2J .
These saling oeients are needed to ompensate for the
trunation of the DWT at level J . As it will be disussed
later on the setion, they aount for the smooth ompo-
nent of the time series whih is left over by the wavelet
oeients. Indeed, for J = Jmax ≡ lg2N then VJmax is
omposed by a single saling oeient whih represents
the mean value of the time series. The orthonormality on-
dition WTW = IN implies that the inverse DWT is given
by
X ≡ WTW = {X0, X1 , . . . , XN−1}T (5)
We an formally desribe the DWT in terms of
wavelet and saling lters as follows. Assume h1 =
{h1,0, . . . , h1,L−1, 0, . . . , 0}T to be a vetor of length N
whose rst L < N elements are the unit wavelet
lter oeients for a given ompatly supported
wavelet (Daubehies,I. 1992) and with disrete Fourier
transform (DFT) {H1,k, k = 0, . . . , N − 1}. Then g1 =
{g1,0, . . . , g1,L−1, 0, . . . , 0}T is a vetor of length N on-
taining the zero padded saling lter oeients for unit
level, dened via g1,l = (−1)l+1 h1,L−1−l for l = 0, . . . , L−
1 with DFT {G1,k, k = 0, . . . , N − 1}. To obtain the level
1 wavelet and saling oeients, X is ltered using h1
and g1, and then resampled by 2
W1,n =
min(L,N)−1∑
l=0
h1,l X2(n+1)−1−l mod n
V1,n =
min(L,N)−1∑
l=0
g1,l X2(n+1)−1−l mod n
where n = 0, . . . , N/2 − 1 and h1 and g1 an be
onsidered as high pass and low pass lters respetively.
Therefore, the wavelet oeients W1 represents the
oarse omponent of X and the saling oeients V1
the smooth part of X .
To obtain the level 2 wavelet W2 and saling V2 oef-
ients V1 is high pass and low pass ltered as before
using h1 and g1 and then subsampled by 2. Finally, at
level j, Wj and Vj are given by subsampling by 2 the
high pass and low pass ltering of Vj−1 using h1 and
g1. Here, the time series is onsidered to be irular
and as a onsequene the rst L − 2 oeients at eah
level j are aeted by boundary onditions and therefore
their statistial properties dier from those unaeted by
irularity. This algorithm is known as the DWT pyramid
algorithm (Mallat, 1989).
It is onvenient to dene equivalent hj and gj lters
with Lj = (2
j − 1)(L− 1)+1 non zero elements suh that
Wj,n =
min(Lj ,N)−1∑
l=0
hj,l X2j(n+1)−1−l mod n, n = 0, . . . , Nj − 1
Vj,n =
min(Lj ,N)−1∑
l=0
gj,l X2j(n+1)−1−l mod n, n = 0, . . . , Nj − 1
(6)
and whih are respetively the inverse DFT of
Hj,k = H1,2j−1k mod N
j−2∏
l=0
G1,2lk mod N , k = 0, . . . , N−1
(7)
and
Gj,k =
j−1∏
l=0
G1,2lk mod N , k = 0, . . . , N − 1 (8)
This equivalent lter representation permits a lear
understanding of the overall ltering applied to the time
series to obtain the wavelet and saling oeients at
level j. Within this framework it is obvious that the
oarser omponents of X are represented by the low j
wavelet oeients and the smoother ones by the large j
wavelet oeients and the saling oeients. Indeed,
the DWT leads to a dyadi sampling in frequeny so that
the wavelet oeients are obtained by band pass ltering
of X in the frequeny interval Ij ≡ 12j+1 ≤ |f | ≤ 12j for
unity sampling frequeny.
Finally, the DWT an be also represented as the de-
omposition of the time series into an orthonormal base
X(tm) =
J∑
j=1
N/2j−1∑
k=0
Wj,k ψj,k(tm) +
N/2J−1∑
k=0
VJ,k φj,k(tm)
(9)
and therefore, the total energy is onserved
‖X‖2 =
J∑
j=1
‖Wj‖2 + ‖VJ‖2 (10)
where ψj,k and φj,k are respetively the wavelet and sal-
ing funtions.
2.3. Wavelet bases
In this paper we onentrate on ompatly sup-
ported orthogonal wavelet bases suh as the Haar,
Daubehies Coiets, Least Asymmetri (also alled
symmlets) and Best Loalized wavelets whih are
extensively used in the statistial ommunity (see
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for example Daubehies,I. 1992, Perival & Walden 2000,
Vidakovi,B. 1999). The Haar wavelet and saling lters
are given by
hHaar =
{
1/
√
2,−1/√2}
gHaar =
{
1/
√
2, 1/
√
2
}
(11)
From this denition, it is obvious that the hHaar lter is
a high-pass lter and the wavelet oeients are given by
the dierene between adjaent data samples. In addition,
the gHaar lter is learly a low-pass lter and the saling
oeients are given by the mean value of adjaent data
samples.
The so alled Daubehies, Coiets, Least Asymmetri
and Best Loalized wavelet bases orrespond eah of them
to a dierent wavelet family. Eah wavelet family is de-
ned to fulll a partiular requirement like for example
the symmetry of the wavelet funtion in the ase of the
Least Asymmetri family. For eah family the width, L, of
the saling and wavelet lters is a variable parameter and
as disussed by Lai, M-J. 1995 it is diretly related to the
shape of the low-pass and high-pass equivalent lters. In
partiular, the larger L the loser the low and high pass
lters will be to a perfet low pass and high pass lter
respetively. This will be disussed in more details in the
following setions.
2.4. The Maximal Overlap DWT
The Maximal Overlap DWT (MODWT) also known
as the non-deimated DWT or the stationary DWT, is
a partiularly interesting generalization of the DWT.
Atually, it allows us to keep the original sampling in
time of the time series at eah level j of the wavelet
transform. In addition, the MODWT is invariant with
respet to time shifting while the DWT is not. These two
properties will reveal important when studying the time
evolution properties of the timeline.
From a mathematial point of view the level J0
MODWT of a time series Xt of N data samples is a
transform onsisting of J0 + 1 vetors W˜1, . . . ,W˜J0 and
V˜J0 , all of whih have dimension N . The vetor W˜j
ontains the MODWT wavelet oeients assoiated
with hanges on sale τj ≡ 2j−1 while the V˜J0 ontains
the MODWT saling oeients assoiated with averages
on sales λJ0 ≡ 2J0 .
As for the DWT W˜j and V˜j an be alulated by
ltering Xt, namely,
W˜j ≡
∑Lj−1
l=0 h˜j,lXt−l mod N
V˜j ≡
∑Lj−1
l=0 g˜j,lXt−l mod N
(12)
t = 0, . . . , N − 1, where
{
h˜j,l
}
and
{
h˜j,l
}
are the jth
level MODWT wavelet and saling lters. These lters
are dened in terms of the DWT wavelet and saling
lters as h˜j,l = hj,l/2
j
2
and g˜j,l = gj,l/2
j
2
and have
width Lj ≡ (2j − 1)(L − 1) + 1. In pratie the wavelet
and saling oeients are not alulated from equation
12 but via a pyramidal algorithm similar to the DWT
(Perival & Walden 2000, Vidakovi,B. 1999). Note that
the rst min {Lj − 2, N − 1} elements in both W˜j and
V˜j are aeted by irularity and therefore are boundary
oeients.
Unlike the DWT, the MODWT is not an orthonor-
mal transform beause at eah level j the omponents of
both W˜j and V˜j are not independent. Nevertheless, the
MODWT is apable of produing a multi-resolution anal-
ysis of the data suh that
‖X‖2 =
J∑
j=1
∥∥∥W˜j∥∥∥2 + ∥∥∥V˜J∥∥∥2 (13)
Finally, the MODWT an also be expressed as a matrix
operations suh that W˜j = W˜jX and V˜j = V˜jX. The
time series X an be reovered from
X =
J∑
j=1
W˜Tj W˜j + V˜TJ V˜J
2.5. The Disrete Wavelet Paket Transform
The wavelet transform as dened above is just a repre-
sentation of temporal signals at dierent sales j whih
orrespond to the frequeny intervals
{
1
2j+1 ,
1
2j
}
. This
representation although extremely useful and powerful, is
unusual from the Fourier point of view. At this respet,
it is interesting to dene the disrete wavelet paket
transform, DWPT, by generalizing the DWT, so that we
an obtain an equipartition of the frequeny domain and
of the time domain similar to that given by a Windowed
Fourier Transform (WFT). In simple words, the DWPT
is obtained at eah level j by high pass ltering with
{h1,l} and low pass with {g1,l} the smooth omponent
Vj−1 in the DWT, but also ltering high pass and low
pass the oarse omponent Wj−1.
The level j DWPT of a N = 2J dimensional vetor
X is an orthonormal transform yielding an N dimensional
vetor of oeients that an be partitioned as{
Wj,n, n = 0, . . . , 2
j − 1}
where eah Wj,n has dimension Nj = 2
J−j
and is
nominally assoiated with the frequeny interval Ij,n ≡{
n
2j+1
n+1
2j+1
}
. Note that we dene W0,0 = X following pre-
vious denitions. Together these 2j vetors divide the fre-
queny interval
[
0, 12
]
into 2j intervals of equal width 12j+1 .
This leads to an equipartition both in time and frequeny
of the time-frequeny plane similar to that produed by
the WFT without expliit time partitioning.
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Dening Wj,n,t the th element of Wj,n we an write
Wj,n,t =
L−1∑
l=0
un,l Wj−1,⌊n
2
⌋,2t+1−l mod Nj−1 , t = 0, . . . , Nj−1
(14)
where
un,l ≡
{
g1,l, if n mod 4 = 0 or 3;
h1,l, if n mod 4 = 1 or 2;
(15)
and ⌊n2 ⌋ is n2 if n is even and otherwise it is n−12 .
Sine the DWPT is an orthonormal transform, we an
use it to partition the energy in X via
‖X‖2 =
2j−1∑
n=0
‖ Wj,n‖2
where ‖ Wj,n‖2 an be interpreted as the ontribution
to the energy due to frequenies in the band Ij,n. As the
above relationship is valid for any given level j in the inter-
val 1 ≤ j ≤ J , we an onsider the DWPT for 1 ≤ j ≤ J
is an overomplete representation of X. Further the ba-
sis funtions assoiated to it onstitute a sort ditionary
whih is ommonly used for representing funtions via
Mathing Pursuit tehniques (Mallat & Zhang, Z., 1993).
3. Wavelet analysis of Gaussian stationary noise
The analysis of stationary Gaussian proesses is tradition-
ally performed in the Fourier domain beause of the deor-
relation properties of the Fourier transform. Indeed, the
ovariane matrix, CˆX , of stationary Gaussian distributed
noise, Xt, is diagonal in the Fourier spae and ompletely
desribed by the noise power spetrum, PX ,
CˆX(f, f
′) = diag {PX(f)} (16)
This property makes trivial the alulation of the inverse
of the ovariane matrix and from the point of view of
CMB analysis, it eases onsiderably tasks like map mak-
ing and angular power spetrum estimation. However,
this feature an not be extrapolated to non stationary
Gaussian noise. In this setion, we show how the DWT
an also deorrelate Gaussian stationary noise. Therefore,
based on the loalization properties of the DWT we an
reasonably expet it will also deorrelate non stationary
Gaussian noise as disussed in the following setions.
3.1. Correlation between wavelet oeients.
Using equation 6 and assuming a stationary proess Xt
with autoovariane
sX,τ ≡ E {Xt, Xt,τ} (17)
whih depends only on τ we an write the orrelation be-
tween non boundary wavelet oeients as follows
cov {Wj,t, Wj′,t′} =∑Lj−1
l=0
∑Lj′−1
l′ hj,lhj′,l′ sX,2j(t+1)−l−2j′ (t′+1)+l′
(18)
whih using the DFT transforms into
cov {Wj,t Wj′,t′} =∫ 1
2
− 1
2
e
i2π f
(
2j
′
(t′+1)−2j(t+1)
)
Hj(f) H
∗
j′(f) SX(f) df
(19)
where SX(f) is the spetral density funtion of Xt.
Under the assumption of nominal band pass lters, Hj(f)
and Hj′(f) have band-passes given by Ij and Ij′ whih
for j 6= j′ do not overlap and thus the orrelation of
wavelet oeients aross sales should be negligible for
a Gaussian stationary proess.
Further, when j = j′ and t′ = t + τ the orrelation
between wavelet oeients reads
CW (j, τ) = E {Wj,t Wj,t+τ} =∫ 1
2
− 1
2
ei2
j+1πfτHj(f) SX(f) df (20)
One again under the approximation of nominal band-
pass lters we an argue that the above should be
approximately zero for τ 6= 0 when SX(f) is approx-
imately onstant in the interval Ij . In other words,
at eah level j the wavelet oeients Wj behaves as
unorrelated white noise the same way Fourier oeients
do.
As disussed above, the transfer funtion of the wavelet
lterHj = Hj H∗j at eah level j an be well approximated
by a nominal band-pass lter taking the form
Hj(f) =
{
2j 12j+1 ≤ |f | ≤ 12j
0 otherwise
(21)
Within a partiular wavelet family, this approximation
will be more aurate for large lter widths L, however
the number of boundary oeients nb = L − 2 will be
more important. In pratie, it is always possible to nd
a relative low value of L for whih the wavelet lter ats
nearly as a perfet high pass on the data suh that the
deorrelation between wavelet oeients takes plae.
In summary, for a stationary Gaussian proessXt with
spetral density funtion SX(f) and under the nominal
band-pass lter approximation the wavelet oeients at
sale j are unorrelated with variane
Cj = var {Wj} =
∫ 1
2
−1
2
Hj(f) SX(f) df ≃
1
1
2j
− 1
2j+1
∫ 1
2j
1
2j+1
SX(f) df
(22)
We have ignored the saling oeients. However, we an
also alulate their variane from the r.m.s. of the timeline
so that
CJ+1 = var {VJ} = N ×
var {Xt} −
J∑
j=1
var {Wj}
2j

(23)
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Fig. 1. From left to right and from top to bottom, input power spetrum of simulated 1/f -type noise, histogram of
the simulated noise wavelet oeients and their expeted values at sale j = 1, orrelation of the wavelet oeients
and their expeted values for sale j = 1 and j = 10 and ross orrelation of the wavelet oeients at j = 1 and
j = 10 with sales j = 2 and j = 11 respetively.
3.2. Wavelet desription of 1/ftype noise
For most CMB data sets the noise assoiated to eah de-
tetor timeline orresponds generally to a stationary long
memory random proess also known as 1/ftype noise.
This kind of proesses present long term orrelations in
time whih show up in the Fourier domain as a strong
inrease of power with dereasing frequeny. The spei
harateristis of the noise depends very muh on the
detetor itself as well as on the operational onditions
like for example the temperature of the foal plane bath,
the urrent and intensity applied to the detetor, the
eletronis, et. In general, the noise properties of given
detetor are badly known and diretly derived from the
data themselves. For large data sets as would be the
ase for the PLANCK satellite surveyor, this task an
be extremely expensive in omputation and requires fast
tehniques and algorithms. In this setion we show how
the wavelet transform an be used to represent and study
1/ftype noise based on the previous results. The DWT
has two main advantages with respet to the DFT. First,
from the omputationally point of view it is faster and
presents no limits in the number of samples to be used as
the DFT do; and seondly, the wavelet representation of
stationary proess is more ompat in terms of number of
oeients.
The simplest 1/ftype noise is the white noise whih is
ompletely unorrelated in the time domain and presents
a at spetral density funtion of the form
SWN (f) = σ2 (24)
Under the hypothesis of nominal band-pass wavelet l-
ters and using equation 22 the variane of the white noise
wavelet oeients at sale j is given by
CWNj = σ
2
(25)
Using equation 20 we an show that the white noise
wavelet oeients are fully unorrelated at eah sale j
CWNW (j, τ) =
{
CWNj if τ = 0
0 otherwise
(26)
As the white noise wavelet oeients are also unorre-
lated between dierent sales j and j′ we an state that
the wavelet transform of a white noise is a also a white
noise of the same spetral density funtion.
In general the spetral density funtion of 1/ftype
noise is represented as
SX(f) = σ
2
(
1 +
(
fknee
f
)α)
(27)
where fknee is known as the knee frequeny. For f > fknee
the spetral density funtion is dominated by the white
noise term whih is parametrized by σ. By ontrast, for
f < fknee the 1/f dominates. From equation 22 the vari-
ane of the wavelet oeients at level j for 1/ftype noise
is given by
C
1/f
j =
{
σ2
[
1 + 2j+1fknee ln(2)
]
if α = 1
σ2
[
1 +
fαknee
1−α
(
2(1−α) − 1) 2α(j+1)] if α > 1
(28)
Further using equation 20 the orrelation between wavelet
oeients is given by
C
1/f
W (j, τ) = C
WN
W (τ) + σ
2 2(j+1) fαknee . . .
. . .
∫ 2−j
2−j−1
cos
(
2j+1pifτ
)
f−α df
(29)
whih is largely dominated by the white noise term
so that the wavelet oeients are quasi-unorrelated.
This equation is only valid for nominal band-pass lters.
However, from a pratial point of view inreasing the
number of non-zero oeients in the wavelet lter will
atten the 1/f term in the integral leading to a desired
level of deorrelation between wavelet oeients.
To test the above statements we have simulated a TOD
of 1/f -type noise with 215 samples. Figure 1 shows from
left to right and from top to bottom, the input power
spetrum of simulated 1/f -type noise, the histogram of
the simulated noise wavelet oeients at sale j = 1, the
orrelation of the wavelet oeients and their expeted
values for sale j = 1 and j = 10 and the ross orrela-
tion of the wavelet oeients and their expeted values
at j = 1 and j = 10 with sales j = 2 and j = 11 re-
spetively. We observe that the wavelet oeients show
a Gaussian struture. Further, they are quasi-deorrelated
as expeted within the same sale and totally unorrelated
between sales.
3.3. Simulation of Gaussian stationary noise using
wavelets.
From the above disussion we have onlude that un-
der the nominal band-pass lter approximation the DWT
deorrelates Gaussian stationary proesses. Thus it is pos-
sible to simulate Gaussian stationary proesses via its
DWT (Perival et al. 2000, Vidakovi,B. 1999), the same
way it is performed using the DFT. Indeed we an easily
simulate stationary and Gaussian time series Xt of length
N = 2J and spetral density funtion SX(f) performing
the following steps
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Fig. 2. Left panel: simulated 1/f -type noise using a wavelet algorithm. Right panel: power spetrum of the wavelet
simulated 1/f -type noise ompared to the input power spetrum in red.
1. Using a random-number generator, generate a vetor
ZM ontainingM = 4N Gaussian white noise deviates
with zero mean and unit variane
2. Integrate numerially equation 22 to alulate the
approximate wavelet oeient varianes Cj , j =
1, . . . , J + 2 and use equation 23 to alulate the
saling oeient varianes.
3. Multiply the rst M/2 elements of ZM by
√
C1; the
nextM/4 values by
√
C2 and so forth, until to the nal
four elements, whih need to be multiply by
√
CJ+1,√
CJ+1,
√
CJ+2,
√
CJ+3 respetively.
4. Compute the inverse DWT of the modied ZM vetor
and then randomly hoose M samples from it.
The above reipe an be easily understood in terms
of the wavelet ovariane matrix of a Gaussian station-
ary time series with N = 2J samples whih due to the
deorrelation property is given by
ΣW = diag { C1, . . . , C1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2
of these
, C2, . . . , C2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
4
of these
, . . . ,
Cj , . . . , Cj︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2j
ofthese
, . . . , CJ−1, CJ−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 of these
, CJ , CJ+1 } (30)
The left panel of gure 2 shows a simulation of 1/f -
type noise obtained from the algorithm desribed above.
In the right panel, we represent the power spetrum of
the simulated data whih is in agreement with the input
power spetrum plotted in red.
4. Loally stationary Gaussian noise.
Loally stationary proesses appear in many physial sys-
tems in whih the mehanisms that produe random u-
tuations hange slowly in time. Over given time inter-
vals, suh proesses an be approximated by a stationary
one. This is the ase, for example, of the variations ob-
served in the noise total power of some CMB detetors
due to utuations in the foal plane temperature as dis-
ussed in subsetion 6.1. From the Fourier point of view
we an imagine the variation of the data power spetrum
with time. Atually, we ould also dene loally-stationary
Gaussian proesses as those for whih the time-frequeny
plane is divided into time intervals orresponding eah of
them to a stationary proess and whih are unorrelated
between them. Notie that the above denitions of loally-
stationary proesses are very general and in the limit of
innitesimal time intervals they lead to non-stationarity
in a more general manner.
4.1. Fourier approximation to loally-stationary proess
For a zero-mean random proess Xt we an dene its time
evolving autoovariane as
sX(t, t
′) = E {X(t) , X(t′)} (31)
whih an also be expressed in terms of the distane be-
tween t and t′ and the mid-point between them
sX(t, t
′) = C(
t+ t′
2
, t− t′) (32)
Note that under this denition the ovariane of a station-
ary proess reads
C(
t+ t′
2
, t− t′) = C(t− t′) = C(τ) (33)
For a loally stationary proess, we expet that in the
neighborhood of any x ∈ R, there exists an interval of
size l(x) where the proess an be approximated by a sta-
tionary one. Therefore for any
t+t′
2 ∈
[
x− l(x)2 , x+ l(x)2
]
C(
t+ t′
2
, t− t′) ≈ C(x, t − t′) (34)
Further, if t and t′ are far apart and do not belong to
the same interval of stationarity then we expet that
X(t) and X(t′) are unorrelated. This means for any
u ∈
[
x− l(x)2 , x+ l(x)2
]
, if |v| > l(x)2 then
C(u, v) = E
{
X(u+
v
2
), X(u− v
2
)
}
≈ 0 (35)
In the time frequeny-plane we an dene a time-
varying spetrum Λ(t, w) whih would be given by the
Fourier transform of the time-varying ovariane C(t +
v
2 , t− v2 ) with respet to v.
For stationary proesses Λ(t, w) does not depend on time
and orresponds to the standard power spetrum. For
loally-stationary proesses (Mallat et al. 1998) the spe-
trum varies with time but it is onstant in time within the
stationarity intervals dened above. This means that the
same way the Fourier transform deorrelates Gaussian sta-
tionary proesses, the windowed Fourier transform deor-
relates loally stationary proesses. In other words, the
ovariane matrix of loally-stationary Gaussian noise is
diagonal in an orthogonal base given by performing a
windowed Fourier transforms in eah stationary interval
(Mallat et al. 1998). This base divides the time-frequeny
plane in retangles of the form[
x− l(x)
2
, x+
l(x)
2
]
×
[
fk − 1
2 l(x)
, fk +
1
2 l(x)
]
where fk =
k+ 1
2
l(x) , k = 1, 2, . . . ,
fsamp
2 l(x) and f
samp
is
the sampling frequeny. Note that the DWPT produes
a similar deomposition of the time-frequeny plane
and an also be used to obtain a diagonal base for
the ovariane matrix of stationary Gaussian proess
Xt. For this purpose, best basis algorithms ombin-
ing the DWPT at all available sales j have been
developed (Coifman, R.R. & Wikerhauser, M.V. 1992,
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Fig. 3. From left to right, loally stationary Gaussian noise obtained from two white noises of varianes 1 and 25, and
its wavelet transform with wavelet oeients ordered from left to right for dereasing sale.
Perival & Walden 2000, Vidakovi,B. 1999). We will not
aount for them in this paper.
In the previous setion we have shown that the DWT
deorrelates Gaussian stationary proesses under the ap-
proximation of nominal band-pass wavelet and saling l-
ters. Therefore, the DWT will also deorrelate a loally-
stationary Gaussian proess whih an be onsidered as
series of attahed stationary Gaussian proesses unorre-
lated between them. The same way we have dened above
a time varying power spetrum we an also onsider the
evolution in time of the variane of the wavelet oe-
ients at eah level j. As wavelet oeients are loal-
ized in time, this evolution an be naturally omputed
from the DWT of the data. Thus, for Gaussian loally-
stationary proesses we expet the variane of the wavelet
oeients to hange from one stationary interval to an-
other and to be onstant within a given interval. This
statement an be fully understood onsidering equation 22
and aounting for the time evolution of the data power
spetrum. To larify this issue we an write, from equa-
tion 30, the ovariane matrix of the wavelet oeients
of a Gaussian loally-stationary proess omposed of two
stationary time intervals
ΣW = diag { C11 , C11︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
4
of these
, . . . , C21 , C
2
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
4
of these
, C12 , C
1
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
8
of these
, . . . ,
C22 , C
2
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
8
of these
, . . . , C1j , C
1
j︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2j+1
of these
, . . . ,
C2j , C
2
j︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2j+1
of these
, . . . , C1J−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
1 of these
, C2J−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
1 of these
, CJ , CJ+1 }
(36)
where the indexes 1 and 2 refer to eah of the station-
ary time intervals respetively. In summary, the DWT
deorrelates Gaussian loally-stationary proesses, and
naturally permits the identiation of the distint inter-
vals of stationarity in the data using the time evolution
of the wavelet oeient variane.
For illustration, we show in the left plot of gure 3 an
example of a loally stationary noise given by the super-
position in time of two white noises of varianes 1 and
25. Its wavelet transform is traed in the right plot with
the wavelet oeients ordered from left to right for de-
reasing sale. We an learly observe for eah sale two
distint parts orresponding to the two white noises.
4.2. Time modulated-stationary proesses
Often, as disussed in the introdution to this setion, the
noise total power of CMB instrument detetors hanges
with time due to slow utuations on the temperature of
the foal plane bath or drifts in the bakground power.
In general, this leads to loally-stationary Gaussian
noise for whih the power spetrum varies along the
observation period but in the same way for all frequeny
omponents. Indeed, the total noise power inreases
and/or dereases with time but the shape of the power
spetrum remains the same all over the observation
period. These proesses an be well approximated
by a stationary Gaussian proess modulated on time
(Fry¹lewiz, P., Van Bellegem, S. & von Sahs, R. 2002)
whih is dened by
Xt = σ(t) × Yt (37)
where Yt is a Gaussian stationary proess and σ(t) is a
funtion of time. From a more physial point of view,
σ(t) represents the hange on the noise total power. For
onveniene we will onsider in the following that the
variane funtion σ2(t) is dened on (0, 1) by assuming Yt
has as power spetrum the time-onstant power spetrum
of Xt. Finally, notie that time modulated proesses are
just a partiular ase of loally-stationary proesses.
From a pratial point of view, the above model is quite
handy beause only σ(t) has to be estimated from the
data. Simple although biased estimates of σ(t) an be ob-
tained by omparing the non-time dependent power spe-
trum of the time series PX(w) to power spetra, Px(w, tk)
alulated at dierent but onneted time intervals along
the observation period
σ˜2(tk) =
∑
w Px(w, tk)∑
w PX(w)
(38)
This estimate leads to the approximation of σ(t) by
a step-funtion so that the time intervals have to be
partiularly hosen to represent as best as possible
the shape of σ(t). By ontrast, using the MODWT it
is possible to easily obtain unbiased estimates of σ(t)
(Fry¹lewiz, P., Van Bellegem, S. & von Sahs, R. 2002)
from
σ˜2(t) =
J∑
j=1
2−j
∣∣∣W˜j,t∣∣∣2 (39)
The extra fator 2−j an be easily understood from the
normalization fator introdued in the denition of the
MODWT wavelet and saling lters when dedued from
the DWT ones. Few extra omments on equation 39 are
needed. First, σ(t) is not dened on (0, 1) and has to be
renormalized to be ompared to the Fourier estimate.
Seond, the MODWT estimate is not onsistent and has
to be smeared out to redue its variane. Third, we ould
also obtain an unbiased estimator from the DWT in a
similar manner but its onstrution is more omplex due
to the time undersampling performed by the DWT as
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inreasing levels.
In summary, the time-modulated stationary model for
random proesses an be of great interest for dealing
with Gaussian loally-stationary CMB time series whih
present time evolution in the noise total power but not in
their power spetrum shape. Indeed, one estimates for the
σ(t) funtion are available the simulation of suh proesses
is redued to the simulation of a stationary Gaussian pro-
ess from the power spetrum of Xt whih is then multi-
plied by that funtion. Further, the ovariane matrix of
suh proesses an be well approximated in the wavelet
spae as shown in the following subsetion.
4.3. Time modulated-stationary wavelet proesses
Based on the denition of time modulated-stationary pro-
esses and on the properties of the wavelet oeients of
stationary and loally stationary proesses we an also de-
ne time modulated-stationary wavelet proesses as those
for whih the variane of the wavelets oeients at level
j is of the form
var {Wj,t} = σ2j (t)× Cj (40)
where Cj is a onstant and σj(t) is a funtion of
time. Notie that this denition aounts also for time
modulated-stationary proesses for whih the dierent
σj(t) funtions are a onsequene of the undersampling
performed in the DWT.
As in the above denition we have supposed the
wavelet oeients are unorrelated their ovariane ma-
trix is therefore diagonal of the form
ΣW = diag { σ1(t11) C1, σ1(t12) C1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2
of these
, . . . ,
σ2(t
2
1) C2, σ2(t
2
2) C2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
4
of these
, . . . , σj(t
j
1) Cj , σj(t
j
2) Cj︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2j
of these
, . . . ,
σJ−1(t
J−1
1 )CJ−1, σJ−1(t
J−1
2 )CJ−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 of these
, CJ , CJ+1 }
(41)
where tjk represents the kth time sample of the level j
DWT.
4.4. Statistial analysis of CMB data sets with loally
stationary noise.
For most of the time domain proessing of CMB data sets
like for example subtration of systematis and optimal
map making we have to deal with the inversion of the
noise ovariane matrix. In general, we onsider the noise
Gaussian and stationary or piee-wise stationary, so that
the noise orrelation matrix is diagonal in Fourier spae.
Therefore, this an be trivially inverted for eah piee of
data. Above, we have shown that the ovariane matrix of
orrelated Gaussian and non stationary time modulated
noise (in partiular loally stationary) is diagonal in
the wavelet spae and an be simply desribed by a set
of oeients Cj , where j is the wavelet sale index,
modulated by a time dependent funtion σj(t). Therefore,
the inversion of this matrix is also trivial in wavelet spae.
If we onsider Maximum Likelihood algorithms like for
example optimal map making, the resolution of the sys-
tem involves terms of the form N−1d where N is the noise
orrelation matrix and d a data vetor. In Fourier spae we
perform this operation by rst taking the Fourier trans-
form of d, then dividing it by the diagonal terms of the
Fourier representation of N and nally transforming bak
to real spae. Equivalently, in the wavelet ase we an
write for the stationary ase
N−1d =WT
(
{Wd}j,k /Cj
)
(42)
whereW represents the diret wavelet transform,WT the
inverse wavelet transform and Cj are the varianes of the
wavelet oeients of the noise wavelet transform. In the
same way for the non stationary time modulated noise we
an write
N−1d =WT
(
{W (d/σ(t))}j,k /(Cj)
)
(43)
where σ(t) is the time modulation funtion.
In general the noise ovariane matrix is not known
and has to be estimated diretly from the data. For the
stationary ase, this is simple as we only need to ompute
the variane of the wavelet oeients for eah of the
dierent sales. For non stationary time modulated noise
we an have a very good approximation using Eq. 40 by
rst omputing the variane of the wavelet oeients
assuming stationary noise and then omputing the time
modulation funtion from the global evolution of the
wavelet oeients.
The top panel of gure, 4 shows in blak the global
time variation of the noise of one of the Arheops bolome-
ters whih dereases with time (a omplete desription
of the Arheos data is presented in Setion 6). In red we
overplot the time modulation funtion, σ(t) as determined
from the data themselves following the above tehnique.
Finally, the bottom panel of the gure shows the global
time variation of a simulation of the Arheops noise. This
have been obtained by multiplying by σ(t) a realization
of a stationary Gaussian noise produed as desribed in
setion 3.3. In red we overplot the σ(t) estimated for the
simulation whih behaves as the one estimated from the
data. Notie that this kind of non stationary simulations
of the noise in the Arheops data were used when om-
puting the Arheops CMB angular power spetrum in
(Benoît et al 2003a).
5. Wavelet destriping
Data from CMB experiments are ommonly limited by
intrinsi 1/f -type noise in the detetors. For experi-
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Fig. 4. Top: Reonstruted time modulation funtion σ(t)
of the Arheops noise in bolometer 217K04. Bottom: Time
modulation funtion σ(t) for a non-stationary simulation
of the Arheops noise in bolometer 217K04.
ments with a irular sanning strategy, like Arheops,
WMAP and Plank, the 1/f -type noise shows up like
stripes in the sky maps. The tehniques used to remove
those stripes are in general alled destriping algo-
rithms (Efstathiou, G 2005, Keihänen, E. et al 2004,
Maino, D. et al. 2002, Poutanen, T. et al. 2004,
Revenu, B. et al. 2000, Sbarra, C. et al. 2003). These
are both based on the statistial properties of 1/f -type
noise and on the fat that the noise, by ontrast to the
sky signal, is not oherently projeted in the maps.
5.1. Derivation of a wavelet destriping algorithm
In the previous setions we have shown that the wavelet
transform nearly diagonalizes the ovariane matrix of
1/f -type noise. This allows us to design a destriping algo-
rithm based on the wavelet transform.
We assume that the time domain data for a typial
CMB experiment an be written as
dt = st + n
c
t + n
w
t (44)
where st is the sky signal, and n
w
and nc are respetively
a white and a orrelated (olor) noise omponent. We ex-
press the projetion of the time domain signal, st into a
sky map, mp, via a pointing matrix Ppt suh that
mp = Pptst (45)
Therefore we an rewrite equation (44) as
dt = Ptpmp + n
c
t + n
w
t (46)
The main purpose of a destriping algorithm is just to re-
move or redue signiantly the ontribution from the or-
related noise. This is obtained by maximizing the likeli-
hood funtion, L, over the noise and the sky signal.
We an haraterize the orrelated noise nc using its
wavelet transform
W nc =Wnct (47)
for whih the wavelet oeients are Gaussian distributed
and quasi-unorrelated. We an then write the likelihood
funtion as follows
L = P (d|m) = P (Ww|m)P (W nc|m) (48)
∼ exp
[
−1
2
(
W
T
wC˜
−1
w Ww +W
T
ncC˜
−1
nc W nc
)]
(49)
where C˜w and C˜nc are the ovariane matries in wavelet
spae of the orrelated and white noise respetively
C˜w = <WwW
T
w > (50)
C˜nc = <W ncW
T
nc > (51)
Fig. 5. Baseline reonstrution on simulated Arheops
data using a wavelet based destriping algorithm. In blak
we trae the simulated Arheops TOD. We overplot in
blue, green and red the reonstruted baseline for the rst,
seond and third step of the algorithm respetively.
Notie that for our assumptions both matries are diago-
nal.
By taking the log of the likelihood funtion (49) we
obtain
χ2 = W TwC˜
−1
w Ww +W nc
T C˜−1nc W nc (52)
= (d−WTW nc − Pm)TCw−1 . . . (53)
. . . (d−WTW nc − Pm) +W TncC˜−1nc W nc (54)
whose minimization with respet to m and W nc leads to
the following system of equations
m = (PP)−1PT (d −WTW nc) (55)
0 = −C˜−1w W(I − P(PP)−1PT )(d −WTW nc) + . . .(56)
. . . C˜−1nc W nc (57)
whih an be ombined into
(W(I − P(PP)−1PT )WT + C˜wC˜−1nc )W nc =
W(I − P(PP)−1PT )d (58)
The solution to this system of equations an be found
using iterative methods and in partiular we use a onju-
gate gradient method (Press, W.H. et al. 1996).
5.2. Pratial implementation
For 1/f -type noise the variane of the wavelet oeients
at level j is given by
Cj = σ
2 2jα + σw
2
(59)
where σw
2
is the white noise variane and σ2 2jα is the
variane of the orrelated part with α being the 1/f ex-
ponent as desribed in equation 27.
When the noise dominates the sky signal, we an ex-
trat the noise parameters σw , σ and α diretly from
data itself via Monte Carlo Markov Chain methods
(Wada S. and Ito N., 2000).
When the signal ontribution an not be negleted, the
data wavelet variane is given by
σb ,j
2 = σw ,j
2 + σ2nc ,j + σsky ,j
2
(60)
σb ,j and σw ,j an be iteratively evaluated from data
using a template of the sky signal whih is improved at
eah iteration. From the wavelet transforms of the tem-
plate and the data we obtain
σnc,j
2 = σb ,j
2 − σsky ,j2 − σw ,j2 (61)
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Fig. 6. Top panel: Destriped map of the simulated
Arheops data at 545 GHz using the wavelet destriping al-
gorithm. Bottom panel: Residual stripes on the destriped
map above.
5.3. Appliation to simulated data
The wavelet destriping was applied to simulated Arheops
TOD at 545 GHz with 3 × 221 samples. We onsidered
two main omponents in data, Galati dust emission and
1/f -type noise. For the former we used a template of the
Galati dust emission saled down to 545 GHz provided
by Finkbeiner et al 1999. The 1/f -type noise properties
were dedued from the Arheops data.
We proeeded in three main steps. First of all, we esti-
mated the lowest frequeny omponents of the data from
its wavelet deomposition and subtrat it. Seondly, we
improved this estimation by solving equation 58 itera-
tively starting with largest sales and adding smaller and
smaller sales progressively. Finally, we omputed an ap-
proximation to the signal, st, by thresholding the previous
destriped map and deprojeting into the time domain. We
then, step two was applied to the residuals, dt − st.
Figure 5 shows the simulated Arheops TOD at
545 GHz. In blue, green and red we overplot the reon-
struted noise low frequeny omponents for step one, two
and three respetively. We observe that we improve signif-
iantly the estimated baseline in step three reduing the
stripes in the maps as shown in gure 6 where we repre-
sent the destriped map on the top panel and the residual
stripes on the bottom panel.
6. Time-frequeny visualization and analysis of
the Arheops TOD.
In the previous setions we onentrated on the wavelet
desription of random Gaussian proesses. We studied the
deorrelation properties of the DWT and their appliation
to the statistial analysis of CMB data sets and in par-
tiular to the destriping of CMB maps. From the point
of view of CMB data analysis this is of great interest but
it is not all we an obtain from the wavelet transform.
Atually, the most important property of wavelets is their
simultaneous time and frequeny loalization. At this re-
spet, wavelet analysis and in partiular the DWPT is
a fundamental tool for data visualization and harater-
ization. CMB time series dt are in general a linear om-
bination of signal, both galati and osmologial in ori-
gin, of systematis eets like atmospheri ontamination,
and/or parasiti noises, and/or eletromagneti ontami-
nation, and/or glithes, and of random Gaussian noise
dt = α
cosscost + α
galsgalt + α
atmsysatmt +
αpnsyspnt + α
ecsysect + . . .+ nt
(62)
These omponents are dierent in nature and they present
dierent time and frequeny properties. For example, the
Fig. 7. Top: Time-frequeny analysis of the TOD of the
217K04 Arheops bolometer using the DWPT. Bottom:
Time-frequeny analysis of the expeted Galati emission
in the TOD of the 217K04 Arheops bolometer using the
DWPT. See text for details.
Fig. 8. Top: Time-frequeny analysis of the TOD of the
217T04 Arheops bolometer using the DWPT. Bottom:
Time-frequeny analysis of the expeted Galati emission
in the TOD of the 217T04 Arheops bolometer using the
DWPT. See text for details.
osmologial and galati signals only depend on the po-
sition of the sky observed whih is fully given by the in-
strument pointing. By ontrast, the atmospheri signal
depends both on the sky position and on the time evo-
lution of the atmospheri onditions. Further, other sys-
temati eets vary mainly with time and in general are
related to physial phenomena in the detetor surround-
ings. Finally, the noise omponent is intrinsi to eah de-
tetor and it is often of 1/f -type, Gaussian and loally-
stationary. As the osmologial signal, the CMB emission,
is in the time domain muh weaker than all other om-
ponents, these have to be identied, haraterized and re-
moved with high degree of preision before the extration
of the CMB anisotropies power spetrum.
6.1. Time-frequeny analysis of the Arheops data
In the following we present the most relevant issues in the
wavelet analysis of the Arheops data set. A more detailed
desription of the Arheops data and its proessing an
be found in (Maías-Pérez, J.F. et al. 2005). To simplify
further disussions we will assume only four main ompo-
nents in the Arheops timelines: CMB emission, galati
and atmospheri emissions, non identied systematis and
Gaussian noise.
The top panel of gure 7 shows the DWPT time-
frequeny representation of a typial Arheops detetor
signal. We observe mainly two omponents whih dom-
inate at high and low frequenies respetively. The low
frequeny signal whih varies signiantly with time is
mainly given by galati emission as shown by the bottom
panel of the same gure where we represent the expeted
galati emission for that detetor. The irular sanning
strategy of Arheops is suh that during most of the ob-
servation time we ross the Galati plane perpendiularly
and therefore the galati emission shows up as a spike in
time. By ontrast in the last hours of ight, the sanning
diretion is ollinear to the Galati plane and then, the
galati emission beomes broader in the time diretion
although we an still observe few frequeny spikes related
to intense and ompat regions of the Galati plane. The
nearly time-xed strutures observed at low frequeny al-
though they look very muh as 1/f noise, are due to sys-
tematis mainly dominated by atmospheri emission.
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Fig. 9. Top: Average power spetrum of the TOD of the
217K04 Arheops bolometer as a funtion of frequeny
omputed from its DWPT Bottom: Time evolution of
the power spetrum of the TOD of the 217K04 Arheops
bolometer omputed from its DWPT.
The high frequeny signal orresponds to the detetor
white noise whose power is artiially raised up with
inreasing frequeny when deonvolving from the bolome-
ter time onstant. We observe that the noise smoothly
dereases with time showing a lear non-stationary
behavior. Indeed, as time went on during the ight the
bolometer temperature dereased therefore reduing the
bolometer intrinsi noise. A detailed wavelet desription
and modeling of the non-stationarity of the Arheops
noise is presented in the following subsetion.
The top panel of gure 8 shows the DWPT of the worst
Arheops bolometer (217T04) both in terms of noise and
systematis. As above we plot in the bottom panel the
DWPT of the expeted Galati signal for this bolometer.
We observe that the DWPT of 217T04 presents as above
at low frequenies the Galati and atmospheri ompo-
nents and at high frequeny a time varying noise. However
it is dominated by a highly time varying signal in the fre-
queny range 25 to 35 Hz. This signal is not observed
in the data presented above and an be learly identied
as the residuals from unknown systemati eets. We an
therefore, just by visual inspetion, haraterize the qual-
ity of the Arheops bolometers data and identify whih of
them are badly aeted by systematis. We have used this
tehnique to identify the best, in terms of sensitivity and
low level of systematis, Arheops bolometers whih were
used to onstrut the Arheops sky maps.
6.2. Modeling of the non-stationarity of the Arheops
noise
As disussed in the previous setion, the Arheops ryo-
stat radially inreased temperature when taking o and
then ooled down slowly to ahieve a nominal temper-
ature of 95 mK for the last ten hours of ight. This
produed a fair derease of the noise power with time
whih is the ause of the non stationarity of the Arheops
bolometer noise. To aount for this non stationarity we
modeled Arheops noise as a time modulated-stationary
wavelet proess as it an be onsidered as loally (piee-
wise) stationary noise with slowly time varying power but
for the rst two hours of ight. Following subsetions 4.2
and 4.4 we have omputed the σ(t) funtion for eah of
the Arheops bolometers. The top panel gure 9 shows
mean wavelet power as a funtion of frequeny for the
the Arheops bolometer 217K04. The bottom panel shows
the reonstruted σ(t) funtion for the same bolometer.
From these two quantities we an produe non-stationary
simulations of the Arheops noise as shown in gure 4.
Fig. 10. Top: Wavelet destriped map of the Arheops
545 GHz after one iteration of the algorithm desribed in
setion 5 Bottom: Wavelet destriped map of the Arheops
545 GHz after two iteration of the algorithm.
Fig. 11. Performane of the wavelet ltering in the
353 GHz Arheops data. In orange we trae the reon-
struted data baseline using a t to a base of Gabor atoms.
In blue we represent the reonstruted baseline using the
wavelet detrending algorithm.
These non stationary simulations of the Arheops bolome-
ter noise were used to determine the angular power spe-
trum of the noise in the Arheops maps whih were needed
for omputing the Arheops CMB angular power spetrum
in (Benoît et al 2003a) via a MASTER-like algorithm.
6.3. Wavelet destriping of the Arheops data
We have applied the wavelet destriping algorithm pre-
sented in setion 5 to the Arheops data at 545 GHz.
When working with the simulated Arheops data we have
only onsidered two main omponents, Galaxy emission
and 1/f -type noise. As shown above, for the Arheops
data we also need to onsider the atmospheri emission
at low frequenies whih mimi a 1/f -type but it is
not Gaussian distributed. To overome this problem, we
have rst estimated and removed a very low frequeny
baseline in the data. After that, we have applied two
iterations of the wavelet destriping algorithm as desribed
in setion 5. The results are presented in gure 10. The
top gure orresponds to the destriped map after one
iteration of the algorithm. Residual stripes dominate
the right top orner of the map. These are signiantly
redued by the seond iteration at shown in the bottom
plot. It is important to notie that destriping allows us
to reover the diuse Galati emission on the Gemini
region (middle left of the gure).
The wavelet destriping algorithm presented here is
mainly based on the minimization of the variane per pixel
in the nal map. As disussed in Bourrahot, A. 2004 and
Maías-Pérez, J.F. et al. 2005 this approah is not opti-
mal for the Arheops data beause of the atmospheri
emission. A better approah is to minimize in the map
the ratio between the variane perpendiular and paral-
lel to the sanning diretion,
σ2‖
σ2⊥
. The generalization of
the wavelet destriping algorithm to this latter approah
is straight forward. As its implementation is muh harder
than when onsidering Gabor atoms as base funtions, it
has not being onsidered for the analysis of the Arheops
data. However, despite of a simpler approah the qual-
ity wavelet destriped maps an be ompared to that of
the nal destriped maps used for the Arheops analysis
(Maías-Pérez, J.F. et al. 2005).
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Fig. 12. Top: Fourier ltered map of the Arheops
353 GHz data Bottom: Wavelet ltered map of the of the
Arheops 353 GHz data. See text for details.
6.4. Wavelet detrending of the Arheops data
As shown above, the Arheops destriped maps ontain
residual stripes whih need to be removed before any
sienti analysis of the data. In general these stripes
are superposed to the sky signal of interest and therefore
a areful ltering is needed. Further, as the Galati
signal in the Arheops maps is spike-like any ltering
will produe ringing in the nal maps. To overome these
problems, we have developed a wavelet based detrending
algorithm. First of all, we mask the Galati signal
and obtain a rst approximation of the low frequeny
omponents of the data by tting them to a base of
Gabor atoms. Then, we use the tted data to interpolate
over the Galati mask. Finally, via a wavelet denoising
algorithm we obtain the trends on the interpolated
data whih are then removed before map making. For
denoising we use a wavelet thresholding algorithm limited
to the few rst smaller sales, typially up to j = 9 when
working with 6-millions data samples.
Figure 11 shows the performane of the detrending al-
gorithm in time domain. We plot in orange the interpo-
lation to the data obtained by tting Gabor atoms and
in blue the baseline obtained via the wavelet algorithm.
We learly observe that the the wavelet baseline manages
to follow muh better the aidents on the data reduing
both the residual stripes and ringing in the nal maps. The
bottom panel of gure 12 represent the wavelet ltered
map at 353 GHz whih an be ompared to the Fourier
ltered map in the top panel of the gure. In the wavelet
ltered maps the residual stripes and ringing are muh
less. Further the diuse struture of the Galati emission
is better preserved. Notie that the wavelet ltered maps
at 353 GHz were used for the determination of the polar-
ization of the diuse Galati dust emission with Arheops
(Benoît et al 2004).
7. Conlusions
The disrete wavelet transform (DWT), maximum overlap
disrete wavelet transform (MODWT) and the disrete
wavelet paket transform (DWPT), beause of their
simultaneous time and frequeny loalization properties,
are very important tools for the analysis of TOD from
CMB experiments. They allow us to trae the evolution
in time of the data power spetrum and to easily identify
systemati eets on the data.
The DWT permits a ompat representation of
Gaussian stationary noise. Indeed, it deorrelates
Gaussian 1/f -type noise whih is ommonly present in
the detetor of CMB experiments. Within the wavelet
desription the ovariane matrix of Gaussian 1/f -type
noise is diagonal as it is the ase in the Fourier spae.
This allows us to eiently and aurately simulate
Gaussian 1/f -type noise using wavelets. Moreover, the
DWT transform permits a straight forward desription of
loally stationary Gaussian noise via the time evolution of
the variane of the wavelet oeient but with a diagonal
ovariane matrix. A partiular ase of this is the time
modulated Gaussian noise for whih the time evolution is
ommon to all the wavelet sales.
The above properties allows us to generalize the
Fourier spae algorithms for fast optimal map making
and maximum likelihood determination of the CMB
angular power spetrum to the wavelet spae inluding
both stationary and loally stationary Gaussian noise. At
this respet, we have developed a wavelet based destriped
algorithm whih both in simulated and true Arheops
data redue signiantly the level of stripes in the maps.
Despite the fat that this algorithm is based on a simple
approah of minimization of the variane per pixel, the
results obtained an be ompared to those from more
preise destriping algorithms.
Finally we have performed a full wavelet analysis of the
Arheops data. The visualization and areful study of the
time-frequeny spae via the DWPT allows us to learly
identify systematis and to haraterize the quality of the
data. Further, we have proeeded to the areful wavelet
modeling of the loally stationary noise in the Arheops
data. This modeling allowed us to obtain via simulations
the angular power spetrum of the Arheops noise needed
for the estimation of the CMB angular power spetrum
with Arheops (Benoît et al 2003a). We have applied the
wavelet destriping algorithm to the Arheops data obtain-
ing enouraging results. Finally, we have developed a de-
trending algorithm based on a wavelet denoising of the
data. This algorithm applied to the Arheops destriped
data redue signiantly the residual stripes on the nal
maps and introdues very little ringing. The wavelet de-
trended Arheops maps at 353 GHz were used for the de-
termination of the polarized diuse emission from Galati
dust (Benoît et al 2004).
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